
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 22/037 

ADVERTISER Kings Plant Barn  

ADVERTISEMENT Kings Plant Barn, Radio 

DATE OF MEETING 8 February 2022 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
 
Advertisement:  The two versions of  a radio advertisement for Kings Plant Barn promotes 
"long weekend deals" such as 20% off tropical plants in-store and online. The 
advertisements state the business is "proudly kiwi-owned" and ends with the jingle. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Complaint: The Kings plant barn ad says proudly nz owned and operated which clearly is 
taking advantage of the support local movement, when kings is owned by efu a Japanese 
investment company. Not Nz Local 
 
The relevant provisions were Advertising Standards Code - Principle 2, Rule 2(b); 
 

Principle 2: Truthful Presentation: Advertisements must be truthful, balanced and 
not misleading.   
 
Rule 2(b) Truthful Presentation: Advertisements must not mislead or be likely to 
mislead, deceive or confuse consumers, abuse their trust or exploit their lack of 
knowledge. This includes by implication, inaccuracy, ambiguity, exaggeration, 
unrealistic claim, omission, false representation or otherwise. Obvious hyperbole 
identifiable as such is not considered to be misleading. 

 
The Chair noted the Complainant was concerned the advertisement was misleading to 
make the claim “proudly NZ Owned” when it is owned by an overseas company. 
 
The Chair said that according to New Zealand Company Office, Kings Plant Barn is owned 
by Still Limited, which is a registered New Zealand company with its Director registered with 
an Auckland address.  Given this information the Chair did not consider the advertisements 
to be misleading consumers by claiming to be “proudly Kiwi-owned.” 
 
The Chair said there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all decisions are 
able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on our Appeal process is on 
our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in writing with notification of the intent to 
appeal lodged within 14 calendar days of receipt of the written decision.  The substantive 
appeal application must be lodged with the ASA within 21 calendar days of receipt of the 
written decision. 


